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Product Application Instructions - Carlack Glass Finish

Carlack Glass Finish is an excellent product for providing a protective coating on
your glass surfaces. Designed to work with Carlack Glass Compound, this
product gives your glass a slippery sealed finish to allow water to simply blow off
while you are driving. Additionally, Carlack Glass Finish makes your glass
easier to clean as bug and bird deposits can be simply wiped off with a damp
cloth.

Carlack Glass Finish’s unique protective barrier gives long lasting protection for
your glass surfaces.
Carlack Glass Finish can be used on any glass surface requiring protection.
This product can be used as a stand-alone product but is complimented with
Carlack Glass Compound to provide clear vision and a long lasting protective
barrier on your glass surface.
Safety Notice:
While Carlack Glass Sealer provides a protective coating
that allows water to simply blow of the glass surface as you drive, use of wipers
is still recommended, as required to provide clear driving vision.
Step 1.
Apply a small amount of Carlack Glass Finish to paper towel (kitchen towel or similar) and apply to
a clean, dry glass surface in small overlapping circles. As the application film on the glass reduces
apply additional amounts and continue covering the glass. Allow to stand for 2 minutes and repeat
the application process. Allow to stand for 10 minutes. Be sure to apply to cool surfaces and not in
direct sunlight
Step 2.
Splash a small amount of water onto the glass surface and then remove, preferably with newspaper
or a clean dry soft cloth. Continue wiping until the glass is streak free. Turn the newspaper or cloth
as required to continue cleaning the glass
Wash your hands with normal household soap after using this product.
The Carlack Car Care range also offers paint care and interior care products and other interior
cleaning products including Carlack Leather Cream and Carlack Carissma Interior Fragrance.
For more information on other Carlack products go to our website –
www.carlackproducts.com.au
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